Most biochemical compounds absorb light and suffer phototoxic degradation, which induces malfunction or death of a specimen. The situation is particularly dramatic in conventional and confocal fluorescence microscopy. Even though only a single plane is observed, the entire specimen is illuminated. Recording stacks of images along the optical z-axis thus illuminates the entire specimen once for each plane. Hence cells are illuminated 10-20 and fish embryos even 100-300 times more often than they are observed. Surprisingly, this can be avoided by a simple change of the optical arrangement. The basic idea is to use light sheets, which are fed into the specimen from the side and which overlap with the focal plane of a wide-field fluorescence microscope. The dynamic reshaping of tissues during morphogenesis results from a combination of active cell behaviours and passive responses to extrinsic forces. We introduce a comprehensive kinematic framework, bridging cell and tissue scales, that measures local strain (deformation) rates. We distinguish and measure cell shape change and intercalation (cell rearrangement) strain rates, which sum to tissue strain rates. In doing so, we introduce an explicit definition of cell intercalation as a continuous rather than discrete process. Using large datasets collected using automated cell tracking of multiple embryos, we have applied these methods to a range of tissues.
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Here I present analyses of two Drosophila tissues and find new evidence for morphogenetic forces. First, during the early 'fast' phase of germband extension in WT Drosophila embryos, there is a strong cell shape change contribution, coincident with the onset of cell intercalation. In AP patterning mutants where polarized cell intercalation is defective, cell stretch in AP is dramatically augmented, ensuring normal rates of tissue extension. The lack of cell shape change in Twist mutants suggests that in gastrulating embryos, cells change shape passively in response to an AP tensile force that requires mesoderm invagination.
Second, during Drosophila dorsal closure we find temporal and spatial differences in the cell shape strain rates of individual amnioserosa cells. These behaviours change in mutant backgrounds, providing evidence of changing mechanical contributions. I will also introduce current developments in extending our kinematic description to measure cell shape oscillations. Live imaging requires conditions that do not perturb the biological processes being studied. Even with the high sensitivity of wide-field microscopy, the excitation photons frequently photodamage the biology. Using OMX, a novel radical imaging platform, it has been possible to reduce the excitation intensity by at least four orders-of-magnitude, thereby essentially negating phototoxicity and recover the image information from the noise through the use of denoising algorithms. Other interesting directions, including data collection at a very rapid 10 three-dimensional images per second at four simultaneous wavelengths, follow, and will be discussed. 
